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From kindergarten to college, scholastic environments are ideal locations for

touch screens. Dr. Ahmed Kharrufa, a research associate of a touch screen study
at Newcastle University’s Culture Lab, remarks, “Collaborative learning is increasingly
considered a key skill and these devices [touch screens] will enable teachers and students
to run group sessions in a new and interesting way.”
Such collaborative learning can occur on the smaller screen. Students and teachers
alike are familiar with tablets that can be used for in-classroom sessions or taken
home to do homework or to create lesson plans. That learning can occur on the
larger screen; in such instances, large screens tend to replace older items such
as whiteboards and projectors and – in a perhaps unlikely but possible
scenario – the chalkboard.
Both sizes of touch screens can be used for purposes outside the classroom setting.
For example, smaller touch screens can be used in a self-order kiosk at the library
or cafeteria. The larger touch screens can be found not only in libraries and cafeterias but
also in hallways and outdoor spaces. Such screens can be used for applications
such as digital menus, wayfinding, donor boards, and general campus information.
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Touch Screens are Expected
Touch screens are enjoying popularity in scholastic settings for
several reasons, one of the primary ones being expectations.
Today’s generation and the next one are accustomed to
interacting with screens through touch. While they may still
use the point-and-click method found with mice and computers,
they’re equally adept at accessing information on touch screen
devices, both personal and public, via their fingertips.
They’re also increasingly likely to access information in that way.
Google reports, “Smartphone penetration has risen to 56% of
the population and these smartphone owners are becoming
increasingly reliant on their devices. 67% access the Internet
every day on their smartphone and most never leave home
without it.”
The trend continues when those users enter any location with
touch screens; they use them to access the information they
need or want whether it be information about an in-cafeteria
promotion, the location of a particular class or professor, or the
time and date for an upcoming concert. Thomas Pigott, in his
research entitled “Touch Screens in Education,” says, “Swiping,
pinching, tapping, double-tapping, and sliding are all different
gestures and means of interacting with touch screens. Often
times, these gestures can more naturally map to the intended
action than the mouse and keyboard can.”
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Touch Screens Allow for Immersion
Touch screens also allow easier access to and dispensing of
information. Depending on the accompanying hardware, they
can store more information, which explains their attractiveness
in locations like museums and galleries. More information can
be stored and developed into an immersive education experience in
which viewers learn about an artist or a specific time period in history.
Similarly, educators can use touch screens to layer information,
allowing them to take deeper dives into subjects in a way
much akin to Ms. Frizzle and her magic school bus. Static content
holds attention for little time; dynamic can sustain it. Brian
Jensen, in his article “How Touch Technology Is Revolutionizing
Education,” references the Auburn School District in Maine that
pioneered a touch screen program with its kindergartners. The
results are noteworthy; students equipped with touch screens
did statistically better on a phonics test than students without
them. In other studies, older students showed improved math
comprehension and other skills.
Digital content also can be updated much more easily than
static. For example, touch screens can be updated with critical
information about severe weather conditions or influenza outbreaks.
Those screens could contain not only basic details about the
weather or the cold and flu but also information about what to
do and where to go when either of those events occurs.
That capability is significant for and attractive to college
campuses because they can implement a digital signage network
that comprises a top-down and bottom-up approach. The topdown component would ensure consistency in appearance and
campus-wide messaging, including items like information about
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the cold and flu or registration periods. The bottom-up
component would allow departments to add relevant, timely,
and location-specific content such as an upcoming concert in
the small music hall or a schedule for finals.

Touch Screens Make Learning Easier
Touch screens allow children to learn subjects at their own pace,
too. They can linger on specific questions, access supplementary
material related to the subject, or move onto a different lesson
if they have finished the current one. Doing so keeps all the
students engaged with and interested in learning while meeting the
needs of the individual student. Jensen notes, “[K]ids who may
be bored or restless listening to traditional lectures are able to
learn more effectively as they interact directly with the device.
Middle and high school students who are able to watch lectures
or research topics at home on their devices have more time in
class for discussion and role play.”
Jensen’s remark points to another benefit of touch screens in
the classroom: they can increase in-class participation. Students, as
they gain confidence in their school subjects, are more likely to
answer questions. That confidence may even inspire curiosity,
resulting in students who pose questions and seek solutions that
haven’t been provided on the screen or in a textbook.
In addition, touch screens can help students learn to work as
teams, a skill necessary to their success in either future scholastic
endeavors or the workplace. Large-format touch screens can
be used for group projects and, if integrated with a multi-touch
touch technology, allow several students to work on the same
project at the same time. Those students would then be able to
work on their individual responsibilities and share finished items
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such as documents, images, or presentations with one another
and their group leader.

Touch Screens Connect with Other Devices
Touch screens can “collaborate” with other devices due to
developments in technologies like Wi-Fi, DisplayPort, HDMI, and
the cloud. The technologies and connectivity options are useful
to teachers and students who may have prepared presentations
on smaller devices or saved them to dropbox or Google Drive
but now need to share them in class. Jensen says, “Teachers…
are using touchscreens to prepare interactive lessons, stay
organized, and improve their own teaching processes. In many
ways, the ability to touch offers a convenience factor that
traditional laptops cannot match – they can be used for jotting
notes at a meeting or seamlessly sharing a learning app with
the class.”
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Touch Screens Help Students with Learning Disabilities
Touch screens are proving useful when working with students who have learning disabilities such as Attention Deficit
Disorder (ADD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and autism. Autistic students, for instance, can
improve their communication skills by working with and through touch screens. Vanessa Miller writes, “Through the
use of uniquely designed software on digital tablets, autistic children who typically avoid social interaction are talking with
their peers, expressing emotions, asking appropriate questions and – in some of the more severe cases –
communicating effectively for the first time.
“‘For these kids, it’s something they’re most comfortable with – technology,’ Ryan-Rausch said. ‘They are getting to
have social interaction in a non-threatening manner. It’s not a direct conversation, so it’s much more comfortable
for them.’”
For students who struggle to pay attention in class, touch screens may be of assistance. Rather than distracting
them from their work, the dynamic screen can keep them involved. The changing content requires students to pay
attention, and the frequent changes in content draw attention to it in much the same way that dynamic content on
digital signage captures viewers’ gazes. Dynamic content isn’t a guaranteed solution; teachers have to be equally
interesting and consider what content works best to illustrate a point and keep all the students – not only the ones
with ADD or ADHD – engaged.
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Touch Screens Can Make Learning Fun
Touch screens can make education fun. Pigott, citing OjedaZapata, remarks, “‘They’re [students] so engaged. Suddenly, it’s
not horrifying to study your facts tables. It is like a game. What
would be tedious with paper and pencil is no longer so with
bright colors and things moving around.’” Touch screens can be
used not only for solving routine in-class problems and homework
but also for playing educational games that, like mobile apps or
games, may feature rewards either within the game itself or in
the classroom. After all, students learn best and teachers teach
best when lessons are fun to receive and deliver.
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About TouchSystems
TouchSystems was established in 1996. The company is a pioneer in the touch technology industry. TouchSystems
works with its customers to create innovative touch solutions, such as desktop touch monitors, interactive digital
signage, all-in-one systems, kiosks, and industrial controls and peripherals. TouchSystems is based in Hutto, Texas
and is a certified woman- and minority-owned small business. For more information, call (512) 846-2424 or visit
www.touchsystems.com. TouchSystems also can be followed on Twitter and Facebook.
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